Dear Parent
Warm greetings from D.A.V. Police Public School. Hope all of you are in Good health by
God’s grace. I would like to extend my Gratitude once again for your unstinting support to
our online classes. Let us continue to support one another during this crucial time of
Pandemic and remain hopeful to face the uncertain future.
Its again that time of the year- when mornings are relaxed, without loud blazing alarms and
evenings are filled with family get- together instead of homework trouble. The online classes
will be discontinued during the summer vacation. However, students must be encouraged to
devote significant time to studies along with fun.Apart from academics involve students to
imbibe the taste of their culture and heritage. This vacation let them invade their
grandparents’ treasure of knowledge and learn about the traditions and values before they are
long lost. Their love for Pizza and burger is gigantic but this vacation makes them relish
“Dadi/Nani kehaath” ka khaana above junk. Furthermore, let them learn to cook that
scrumptious cuisine so that the traces of the taste could be carried forward in the clan. Make
this summer retreat an attempt to revisit the traditions and customs behind various
celebrations and occasions. Let them be aware of its historical prominence, make them
acquaint with that extraordinary jewelry or that astonishing outfit which would be a rare sight
in the future. Help the students to maintain a journal to memorize their summer experience or
create a photo presentation or a video recording to make their learning irreversible and
furthermore a possession to flaunt.

Summer vacation:
For Nursery to XI

– 29th May 2021 onwards

* There will be extra classes for VIII to XI from 31st May 2021 to 11th June 2021
Re-opening of the school will fully depend upon the official notification from the state
government. However, Online classes will resume from 5th July 2021. Nevertheless, all the
students should mentally be prepared to resume regular school life from July, 2021.
We wish you safe vacation and an abundance of joy, laughter, and love this summer with
your family.

Regards

Ms. UPASANA SHARMA
(Head Mistress)
STAY SAFE STAY BLESSED

